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SUMMARY

The circadian system is comprised three components: a network of core clock
cells in the brain that keeps time, input pathways that entrain clock cells to the
environment, and output pathways that use this information to ensure appro-
priate timing of physiological and behavioral processes throughout the day.
Core clock cells can be divided into molecularly distinct populations that likely
make unique functional contributions. Here we clarify the role of the dorsal
neuron 1 (DN1) population of clock neurons in the transmission of circadian infor-
mation by the Drosophila core clock network. Using an intersectional genetic
approach that allowed us to selectively and comprehensively target DN1 cells,
we show that suppressing DN1 neuronal activity alters the magnitude of daily ac-
tivity and sleep without affecting overt rhythmicity. This suggests that DN1 cells
are dispensable for both the generation of circadian information and the propa-
gation of this information across output circuits.

INTRODUCTION

Animals exhibit daily rhythms in behavioral and physiological processes under control of an endogenous

circadian timing system. In Drosophila,�150 neurons track time of day via the presence of molecular circa-

dian clocks. These neurons, known as clock cells, can be divided into several distinct populations based on

anatomical and functional properties and include the large- and small-ventrolateral neurons (lLNvs and

sLNvs, respectively), the dorsolateral neurons (LNds), the lateral posterior neurons, and three groups of

dorsal neurons (DN1s, DN2s, and DN3s). Together, these clock cell populations form a core clock network

that generates circadian rhythms of behavior through connections with downstream neurons of the so-

called output pathways (Dubowy and Sehgal, 2017; Hermann-Luibl and Helfrich-Förster, 2015). Much re-

mains unknown about the cellular mechanisms through which circadian information is coordinated among

different clock cells and transmitted across output circuits to produce coherent behavioral rhythms. For

example, it is unclear whether multiple parallel output circuits emanate from distinct groups of clock cells,

or instead whether circadian information is first consolidated among specific clock cell populations that

serve as output nodes within the clock network. Knowledge of mammalian circadian circuits, which share

many characteristics with those of flies, is similarly incomplete (Hastings et al., 2019).

Using genetic tools available in Drosophila that allow for the targeted manipulation of defined cell types

(Venken et al., 2011), investigators have begun to delineate the contribution of specific populations of clock

cells to rest:activity rhythms. Initial studies identified an essential contribution of two groups of lateral neu-

rons, the sLNvs and the LNds, which have come to be considered central pacemakers within the clock

network (Grima et al., 2004; Picot et al., 2007; Renn et al., 1999; Stoleru et al., 2004). More recently, the

role of DN1 clock neurons has been assessed, facilitated by the development of specific genetic drivers

that label these clock cells.

A major question that has emerged from these studies is whether DN1 cells comprise essential compo-

nents of the core circadian oscillator, or whether they instead serve predominantly output functions. In sup-

port of the latter possibility, DN1s have been described as driven oscillators, incapable of maintaining free-

running molecular or electrical activity cycles in the absence of input from other clock cells, in particular

neuropeptidergic signals from sLNvs and LNds (Klarsfeld et al., 2004; Liang et al., 2017; Yoshii et al.,

2009). Indeed, the pace of DN1 molecular clock cycling is dictated by the speed of cycling in lateral clock
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cells (Chatterjee et al., 2018; Stoleru et al., 2005; Yao et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2010a). Also consistent with

an output function for DN1 cells is the fact that they are synaptically and functionally connected to multiple

groups of non-clock output cells (Barber et al., 2021; 2016; Cavanaugh et al., 2014; Guo et al., 2018; Jin

et al., 2021; Lamaze et al., 2018; Tabuchi et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2021a, 2021b). Together, these results

suggest a hierarchical organization, with DN1s lying downstream of the lateral clock neurons and serving

as intermediaries that propagate pacemaker-derived circadian information to output regions that control

behaviors. Other evidence, however, suggests that the DN1s play a more intrinsic role within the clock

network. DN1s have been shown to form reciprocal connections with lateral clock neurons, and in this

capacity may directly control pacemaker function (Collins et al, 2012, 2014; Dı́az et al., 2019; Fernandez

et al., 2020; Fujiwara et al., 2018; Guo et al., 2016). In line with this idea, rest:activity rhythms become

less coherent when DN1 clocks are desynchronized from those in lateral neurons (Yao et al., 2016).

Further confounding an understanding of DN1 function is the fact that the �17 DN1 cells per brain

hemisphere can be subdivided into multiple anatomically discrete populations, which may make unique

contributions to the regulation of sleep and circadian rhythms. Most broadly, this involves separation

into anterior and posterior populations that have distinct developmental origins. The 2 anterior DN1

(DN1a) cells are present from early larval stages, while the �15 posterior DN1 (DN1p) neurons, which

express the glass transcription factor, are not fully developed until adulthood (Klarsfeld et al., 2004; Liu

et al., 2015; Shafer et al., 2006). DN1p neurons have been further subdivided based on differential expres-

sion of the blue light photoreceptor CRY, the glutamate transporter VGlut, and also based on distinct

axonal projection patterns (Benito et al., 2008; Chatterjee et al., 2018; Guo et al, 2016, 2018; Lamaze

et al., 2018). Notably, thesemolecular and anatomical distinctions have been associated with functional dif-

ferences, as they define subpopulations that appear to make distinct contributions to locomotor and sleep

outputs. For example, it was reported that a group of CRY- and VGlut- DN1p cells regulate locomotor

activity in the evening, while CRY+ and VGlut+ cells contribute to morning activity (Chatterjee et al.,

2018). Distinct DN1 cell populations also appear to differentially regulate sleep, with some subsets promot-

ing and others inhibiting sleep (Guo et al., 2018; Kunst et al., 2014; Lamaze et al., 2018). The capacity of DN1

cells to regulate these parameters may also depend on environmental conditions, such as light and

temperature, as well as time of day (Zhang et al., 2010b).

An unequivocal assessment of the role of DN1 cells in circadian rhythm regulation has been hindered by the

use of genetic tools that either lack specificity or fail to target the entire DN1 population. We therefore

devised an intersectional genetic approach that allowed us to selectively and comprehensively target

DN1 clock cells with effector genes that result in electric silencing. We performed immunohistochemical

analysis to confirm that our approach restricted expression to the DN1 cells and was comprehensive among

these cells. We then conducted locomotor activity monitoring under constant environmental conditions, to

assess the strength of endogenously driven circadian rhythms, and in the presence of daily light cues (but

with temperature held constant), to assess entrained behavior. We demonstrate that suppressing DN1

neuronal activity alters the distribution and magnitude of daily activity and sleep behavior but does not

impact their rhythmicity. Thus, at least under constant temperature conditions, DN1s appear dispensable

for the generation and transmission of circadian information in the control of locomotor activity and sleep.
RESULTS

The search for a comprehensive and selective DN1 driver

To clarify their role in the production of circadian rest:activity rhythms, we determined the consequences of

electrically silencing DN1 cells. We used the GAL4-UAS system to drive ectopic expression in DN1 cells of

an eGFP-tagged Kir2.1 potassium channel (Kir2.1eGFP), which hyperpolarizes Drosophila clock cells and

strongly suppresses neuronal activity, effectively preventing communication with downstream targets (De-

petris-Chauvin et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2008). We reasoned that if DN1 cells serve an obligatory function in

propagating circadian information from the clock network to cells of the output circuit, then such a manip-

ulation should eliminate behavioral rhythmicity.

In initial experiments, we focused on the DN1p subset and used a collection of existing GAL4 driver lines to

target these cells, including Clk4.1-GAL4, R18H11-GAL4, and a recently developed split GAL4 driver (spl-

gDN1-GAL4) (Guo et al., 2018; 2017; 2016; Kunst et al., 2014; Lamaze et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2010a,

2010b). Consistent with previous reports, we found that these GAL4 lines are expressed in partially over-

lapping subsets of DN1p cells and are also present to varying extents in non-DN1 neurons (Figures 1A–1C).
2 iScience 24, 103001, September 24, 2021
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Figure 1. Variable effects of Kir2.1eGFP-mediated neuronal silencing using multiple established DN1p GAL4 drivers

(A–D) Representative maximum-projection confocal images of brains in which GAL4 lines were used to drive expression of a nuclear-localized GFP (GFPnls).

Brains were stained for GFP immunofluorescence (green). Arrowheads indicate GFP+ DN1 cells. Arrows in (B) indicate GFP+ LNd clock cells in the R18H11-

GAL4 line. Arrows in (D) indicate GFP+ non-clock cells in the vicinity of the LNds in the InSITE911-GAL4 line.

(E–H) Rest:activity rhythm power over 6 days in DD is displayed for the genotypes listed. Lines are means G95% confidence intervals. Dots represent

individual flies. Experimental lines (GAL4 x UAS>Kir2.1eGFP-stop>mCherry) are in green, and control lines (GAL4 x UAS>mCherry-stop>Kir2.1eGFP) are in

gray. ****p < 0.0001, t test. ns listed are number of flies that survived throughout the behavioral monitoring.
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Having confirmed the anatomical distribution of these commonly used drivers, we next monitored locomo-

tor activity under constant environmental conditions to assess the strength of free-running circadian

rhythms in the face of DN1p cell silencing. Surprisingly, the effect of GAL4-mediated expression of Kir2.1-
eGFP varied according to the driver used.With Clk4.1-GAL4, we observed complete developmental lethality

with no adult eclosion, preventing behavioral assessment of these flies. This is likely due to non-neuronal

expression of the Clk4.1-GAL4 driver. We also noted significant lethality with R18H11-GAL4. Although a

substantial number of flies eclosed, many died during the course of behavioral monitoring such that

only 40.3% of flies loaded for locomotor activity analysis survived throughout the duration of the experi-

ment. Interestingly, these surviving flies exhibited profoundly decreased rest:activity rhythm strength

compared to controls (Figure 1E). In contrast, there was no lethality associated with spl-gDN1-GAL4-medi-

ated expression of Kir2.1eGFP and no effect of this manipulation on free-running behavioral rhythms

(Figure 1F).

The discrepant behavioral effects associated with these GAL4 drivers could feasibly derive from their

expression in different subsets of DN1p cells that make distinct contributions to the regulation of circadian

rhythms. (To our knowledge, the overlap between the R18H11- and spl-gDN1-GAL4 lines has not been

directly tested, although both label 5–6 DN1p cells). Thus, the reduction in free-running rhythmicity that

results from driving Kir2.1eGFP in R18H11-GAL4-expressing cells could represent a necessary contribution

of one or more DN1p cells labeled by this line but not by spl-gDN1-GAL4. Alternatively, the R18H11-GAL4

phenotype could occur as a result of Kir2.1eGFP effects in non-DN1 cells that are not also labeled by spl-

gDN1-GAL4. To resolve this discrepancy, we sought a GAL4 line that would label the DN1 population in

its entirety while minimizing non-DN1 expression.

Sustained free-running rest:activity rhythms following selective Kir2.1eGFP-mediated

silencing of DN1p cells

To comprehensively label the DN1p population, we turned to InSITE911-GAL4, which is active in all DN1p

cells in addition to a few other groups of neurons, including photoreceptor cells and a cluster of non-clock
iScience 24, 103001, September 24, 2021 3
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cells in the vicinity of LNd clock neurons (Cavanaugh et al., 2014) (Figure 1D). Notably, Kir2.1eGFP-mediated

silencing of InSITE911-GAL4-expressing cells significantly decreased rest:activity rhythm strength (Fig-

ure 1G) without affecting fly survival. This result is consistent with the effects observed with R18H11-

GAL4, bolstering the idea that DN1p cell activity is necessary for robust rest:activity rhythms. However,

as is the case with R18H11-GAL4, the effect on locomotor activity rhythms produced by InSITE911-

GAL4-driven Kir2.1eGFP cannot be unequivocally ascribed to DN1p cells due to the lack of specificity

of the InSITE911-GAL4 driver. We therefore adopted an intersectional strategy to narrow expression of

Kir2.1eGFP selectively to the DN1ps.

This approach involved the use effector lines that allowed for GAL4-driven Kir2.1eGFP to be either flipped

into or out of a population of interest (Watanabe et al., 2017). To target Kir2.1eGFP specifically to the DN1p

subset of InSITE911-expressing cells, we drove UAS>mCherry-stop>Kir2.1eGFP (‘‘>’’ indicates a flippase

(FLP)-sensitive FRT site) with Clk856-GAL4, which is active in most clock neurons in the brain (Gummadova

et al., 2009). We paired this with the orthogonal QF-QUAS system, using an InSITE911-QF line to dictate

expression of QUAS-FLP. In the presence of FLP, the intervening mCherry-stop cassette is excised, permit-

ting GAL4-driven expression of Kir2.1eGFP. Immunostaining confirmed the effectiveness of this approach,

which results in Kir2.1eGFP expression in all DN1p cells and virtually nowhere else in the brain, with the

occasional exception of a 1–2 additional cells in the InSITE911 cluster adjacent to the LNds (Figures 2A

and 2B). In these animals, which we call DN1p Flip-In flies, the entire DN1p neuronal subset should be

electrically silenced via ectopic Kir2.1eGFP expression, with no effect elsewhere in the brain.

We also took a complementary approach to generate DN1p Flip-Out flies, in which a Kir2.1eGFP-stop

cassette is excised from cells in which InSITE911-QF drives FLP expression. In these flies, Kir2.1eGFP is pre-

sent throughout the clock network with the exception of DN1p cells, which instead express an inert

mCherry reporter (Figures 2C and 2D). Importantly, we counted 15.0 G 0.47 mCherry-expressing DN1p

cells per hemisphere in DN1p Flip-Out brains, including 97.8 G 1.5% of PER+ DN1p cells (n = 9 brains),

demonstrating that the intersectional strategy targets the DN1ps comprehensively (Figure S1). Together,

DN1p Flip-In and Flip-Out flies enabled us to test both the necessity and sufficiency of DN1p neuronal

activity in the generation of locomotor rest:activity rhythms.

Notably, under constant dark (DD) conditions, DN1p Flip-In flies, in which DN1p cells selectively expressed

Kir2.1eGFP, maintained robust daily oscillations in activity levels (Figures 3A and 3B), with higher levels of

activity in the subjective day as compared to the subjective night (Figure 3D). Because of this, rest:activity

period and rhythm strength of DN1p Flip-In flies was generally indistinguishable from control flies lacking

Kir2.1eGFP expression (Table 1; Figure 3E). We note that DN1p Flip-In flies did show significantly reduced

rest:activity rhythm strength compared to 1 of the 3 control lines, which expressedmCherry in all clock neu-

rons due to a lack of InSITE911-QF to drive FLP expression. However, this control line exhibited extremely

strong rest:activity rhythms that were significantly different from all other flies tested, including other con-

trols. Thus, based on the lack of difference between the other two controls and DN1p Flip-In flies, we

conclude that selective DN1p silencing is without effect on rest:activity rhythm strength. These results

furthermore suggest that the reduction in rest:activity rhythm strength we observed with R18H11- and

InSITE911-GAL4 represents nonspecific effects of Kir2.1eGFP in non-DN1p cells.

Despite the presence of normal strength circadian rest:activity rhythms, there were several important

effects of DN1p neuronal silencing on the overall amount and distribution of activity across the 24-hr

day. First, DN1p Flip-In flies were hypoactive compared to controls during both the subjective day and

night (Figure 3D). However, as both daytime and nighttime activity were suppressed, peak to trough

rhythm amplitude was not drastically altered (Table 1; Figures 4A–4G). DN1p Flip-In flies also lacked the

prominent peak of activity present during the late subjective day that was present in control flies (Figures

3B and 4A–4G). As a result, in comparison to control lines, which exhibited highest activity levels in the late

evening (Figures 4B, 4C, and 4F), activity levels of DN1p Flip-In flies remained relatively flat throughout

most of the subjective day, if anything peaking during the early morning (Figure 4A). We conclude that

though DN1p neuronal firing is dispensable for themaintenance of free-running rest:activity rhythms, these

cells do appear to generally promote activity, especially during the second half of the subjective day.

In contrast to the relatively subtle effects associated with selective silencing of DN1p cells, we observed

drastic degradation of rest:activity rhythm strength in DN1p Flip-Out flies, in which only DN1p cells should
4 iScience 24, 103001, September 24, 2021
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Figure 2. An intersectional genetic strategy to selectively label DN1p cells

(A) Representative maximum projection confocal image of a DN1p Flip-In brain co-stained for Kir2.1eGFP (green) and

mCherry (red). The major clock cell populations are labeled. In addition to the DN1p cells, Kir2.1eGFP is also present in two

cells near the LNd clock neurons (arrows). mCherry is present in most non-DN1p clock cells and is additionally expressed

in 3 medial non-clock cells (asterisks).

(B) Magnified image of the DN1 cells from the brain in (A). Kir2.1eGFP labels all DN1p cells. The 2 mCherry+ DN2 cells are

also visible in this projection.

(C) Representative maximum projection confocal image of a DN1p Flip-Out brain co-stained for Kir2.1eGFP (green) and

mCherry (red).

(D) Magnified image of the DN1 cells from the brain in (C). Expression of Kir2.1eGFP and mCherry in this brain are the

converse of that observed in the DN1p Flip-In brain. See also Figure S1 for a demonstration of PER staining within labeled

DN1p cells.
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be active among clock neurons. The vast majority of these flies showed arrhythmic activity patterns (Table 1;

Figure 3A), and after �1 day in constant darkness, locomotor activity of DN1p Flip-Out flies failed to

oscillate (Figure 3C). This drastically curtailed subjective day/night differences in activity levels (Figure 3D),

substantially reducing the power of rest:activity rhythms (Figure 3E). In fact, in these measures, DN1p Flip-

Out flies performed equivalently to flies in which all clock neurons, including DN1ps, were electrically

silenced (Figures 3A, 3C, 3D, and 3E), indicating that DN1p neuronal firing is not sufficient for circadian

rhythms of behavior when neuronal communication is prevented in the rest of the clock network.

DN1p flip-in flies exhibit normal morning and evening anticipatory activity under light-

entrained conditions

We also assessed the effect of DN1p silencing on light-entrained behavioral rhythms. Under normal light-

dark (LD) cycles, flies exhibit crepuscular activity patterns, with morning and evening bouts of activity

interspersed by two major sleep periods: a daytime siesta, and a consolidated period of nighttime sleep.

Notably, morning and evening activity gradually ramp up preceding the lights-on and lights-off transitions,
iScience 24, 103001, September 24, 2021 5
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Figure 3. Sustained free-running rest:activity rhythms following selective and comprehensive expression of Kir2.1eGFP in DN1p cells

(A) Representative single-fly activity records are shown for the genotypes listed. Activity in infrared beam breaks/min is plotted for eachminute over 6 d in DD

conditions. Data are double plotted, with 48 hr on each line and the second 24 hr replotted at the start of the next line. Gray and black bars above each plot

represent subjective day and night, respectively.

(B) Mean number of DAM beam breaks/min (G95% confidence interval) is plotted over 6 days in DD conditions for DN1p Flip-In flies (red) compared with

control flies (black).

(C) Mean DAM beam breaks/min is plotted as in (B) for DN1p Flip-Out flies (blue), flies in which all Clk856+ clock neurons are silenced with Kir2.1eGFP (pink),

and control flies (black). The same control data are graphed in (B) and (C) and consist of a combination of 3 control lines lacking Kir2.1eGFP expression (see

STAR Methods). Gray and black bars indicate subjective day and night, respectively.

(D) Box and whisker plots of mean DAM beam breaks/min over the 12-hr subjective day (open boxes) and 12-hr subjective night (filled boxes) are shown for

the indicated genotypes. Box extends from 25th to 75th percentiles; whiskers extend to 5th and 95th percentiles. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ****p < 0.0001, within
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Figure 3. Continued

genotype comparison between subjective day and night activity; ^^^^p < 0.0001 compared to subjective day activity of all 3 control lines; ##p < 0.01

compared with subjective night activity of all three control lines, Tukey’s multiple comparisons test following two-way ANOVA.

(E) Rest:activity rhythm power over 6 days in DD is displayed for the indicated genotypes. Lines are means G95% confidence intervals. Dots represent

individual flies. Different letters indicate significant difference (p < 0.05), Tukey’s multiple comparisons test following one-way ANOVA. The same letter

indicates no significant different (p > 0.05).
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and this anticipatory activity occurs under control of the endogenous circadian clock (Dubowy and Sehgal,

2017). As expected, control flies exhibited both morning and evening anticipation (Figures 5B, 5C, 5F, 5H,

and 5I), although under our experimental conditions, the evening peak was much more prominent than the

morning peak. Importantly, we found no effect of Kir2.1eGFP expression in DN1p cells (in DN1p Flip-In flies)

on the magnitude of morning or evening anticipation (Figures 5A, 5H, and 5I), again suggesting that DN1p

cell activity is not required for circadian regulation of rest:activity rhythms. Nevertheless, as in DD, activity

levels were lower across the day and night (Figures 5G and S2A). In particular, DN1p Flip-In flies appeared

to have an extended mid-day siesta period compared with controls.

In contrast, DN1p Flip-Out flies had significantly reduced morning and evening anticipation compared to

control lines, and in fact performed equally poorly on thesemeasures as flies in which all clock neurons were

silenced (Figures 5H and 5I). We note that because morning anticipation was subtle in control lines under

our conditions, the magnitude of the effect on morning anticipation was small, making definitive conclu-

sions difficult for this parameter. DN1p Flip-Out flies also lost the typical day-night differences in activity

levels (Figure 5G). Interestingly, compared with flies in which all clock cells expressed Kir2.1eGFP, DN1p

Flip-Out flies had an extended period of activity following the lights-on transition (Figures 5D and 5E), indi-

cating that a function of these neurons in LD is to drive early morning activity. Nevertheless, the overall

persistence of anticipatory activity following DN1p neuronal silencing, and its absence when DN1p cells

alone retain neuronal firing, suggest that DN1ps are neither necessary nor sufficient for circadian rhythms

under light-entrained conditions.
Kir2.1eGFP expression in DN1p cells increases sleep duration

DN1ps have recently been ascribed a sleep-regulatory function. There are conflicting reports as to whether

these cells promote or inhibit sleep; however, this is likely due to the fact that distinct DN1p subpopulations

may differentially regulate sleep and that the contribution of a single subpopulation may differ according

to time of day or neuronal activity pattern (Guo et al, 2016, 2017, 2018; Kunst et al., 2014; Lamaze et al., 2018;

Tabuchi et al., 2018). In fact, using a conceptually very similar intersectional genetic approach to that which

we have applied here, Guo et al. showed that there are both sleep-promoting and sleep-suppressing sub-

sets of DN1p neurons. Notably, however, the combined impact of the entire DN1p population on sleep has

not been studied due to a lack of appropriately comprehensive drivers. We therefore assessed the timing

and duration of sleep in both DN1p Flip-In and Flip-Out flies.

We found that selective Kir2.1eGFP-mediated inhibition of DN1p cells (in DN1p Flip-In flies) significantly

increased sleep during both the day and night (Figures 6A–6D). Thus, although clearly the DN1p group

is made up of functionally distinct subpopulations that differentially regulate sleep (Guo et al., 2018;

Lamaze et al., 2018), our results suggest that the net impact of DN1p cell firing under normal conditions

is to suppress sleep. We also recorded increased daytime sleep in DN1p Flip-Out flies, and this was asso-

ciated with an apparent shift in the daytime siesta later into the light phase such that flies did not reach

maximal daytime sleep until �ZT6 (ZT stands for zeitgeber time, with ZT0 corresponding to the time of

lights-on) but then slept at near maximal levels until the lights-off transition (Figure 6A). In contrast,

although DN1p Flip-In flies exhibited increased sleep across the duration of the typical siesta period, sleep

levels began to decline around ZT6 such that these flies were largely awake at the end of the light period, at

a time when DN1p Flip-Out flies remained asleep (Figure 6A). These results suggest that maintenance of

neuronal activity in DN1p cells prevents early morning sleep (a conclusion that is consistent with the fact

that selective DN1p inhibition drastically increases sleep at this time), and furthermore that neuronal

activity in non-DN1p clock cells is responsible for driving late evening arousal.

Notably, although sleep was increased throughout the day and night in DN1p Flip-In flies, they retained

normal cycles of sleep and wakefulness, with consolidated periods of sleep during the midday siesta

and at night, interspersed by periods of activity, which occurred primarily around lighting transitions.
iScience 24, 103001, September 24, 2021 7



Table 1. Effect of DN1p manipulations on free-running circadian rhythms

Group n % Rhythmic Period Power Amplitude

DN1p Flip-In 108 95.37 23.64 G 0.03 865.8 G 43.0 2.22 G 0.07*

>mCherry>Kir2.1eGFP no FLP control 97 97.94 23.48 G 0.02 1544.3 G 64.6 3.41 G 0.09

>mCherry>Kir2.1eGFP no GAL4 control 94 97.87 23.60 G 0.03 977.08 G 56.3 2.71 G 0.08

DN1p Flip-Out 104 2.88 NA 216.2 G 10.9**** NA

>Kir2.1eGFP>mCherry no FLP 99 1.01 NA 260.5 G 12.7**** NA

>Kir2.1eGFP>mCherry no GAL4 control 73 96.77 23.57 G 0.04 867.9 G 49.3 2.56 G 0.07

Numbers given for period, power and amplitude are means G SEM.

*p < 0.05, ****p < 0.0001 compared to all 3 control lines, Tukey’s multiple comparisons test following one-way ANOVA.
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The retention of such cycles, which we note has also been observed with previous DN1p manipulations

(Guo et al., 2018; Jin et al., 2021; Kunst et al., 2014), underscores our conclusion that DN1p cells are dispens-

able for circadian behavioral rhythms. We observed similar effects on sleep in free-running conditions.

Thus, in DD, DN1p Flip-In flies had elevated sleep during both the subjective day and night compared

with control lines but maintained sleep-wake rhythms, with relatively more sleep during the subjective night

than the subjective day (Figures S3A–S3D). In contrast, sleep in DN1p Flip-Out flies was flat across the day

and night, mimicking the effect produced by silencing all clock neurons (Figures S3A–S3D).
DN1a cells make minimal contributions to rest:activity rhythms under free-running and

entrained conditions

Owing to a lack of specific drivers, the role of DN1a clock cells in the production of circadian rest:activity

rhythms has not been assessed in adult flies. Recently, however, split GAL4 lines have been developed that

label groups of clock neurons more selectively, including the DN1a cells (Sekiguchi et al., 2020), enabling a

more precise determination of their function. We therefore targeted Kir2.1eGFP to DN1a cells using a split-

GAL4 line (which we call spl-DN1a-GAL4) that labels the DN1a cells and no other neurons in the brain

(Sekiguchi et al., 2020) (Figures 7A and 7B) and monitored locomotor activity in these flies under both

free-running and light-entrained conditioned.

Kir2.1eGFP-mediated silencing of DN1a cells had only subtle effects on locomotor behavior under DD con-

ditions. DN1a-silenced flies retained prominent oscillations in activity and rest (Figures 7C and 7D); how-

ever, they were slightly hypoactive compared with controls during the subjective day and slightly hyperac-

tive during the subjective night (Figure 7E). The cumulative effect of these changes was to subtly flatten

rest:activity oscillations, which caused a minor reduction in overall rest:activity rhythm strength (Table 2;

Figure 7F). Despite this change in rhythm strength, we saw no effects on peak-to-trough rhythm amplitude

(Table 2; Figures 8A–8C). These data suggest that DN1a cells make a limited contribution to rest:activity

rhythms under DD conditions.

We also observed subtle changes in behavior under LD conditions. DN1a-silenced flies exhibited slightly

exaggerated morning anticipatory activity compared with controls (Figures 9A, 9B, and 9D), although we

note that morning anticipation was generally low in these control flies compared to those from other

experiments. DN1a-silenced flies also exhibited prolonged evening anticipatory activity, beginning earlier

in the day than control flies. This resulted in a reduced evening anticipation index (which is calculated based

on the slope of the activity increase prior to lights-off), although anticipatory activity reached a similar

maximum in both groups (Figures 9A, 9B, 9E, and S4A). This prolonged evening anticipation was likely

responsible for the overall increased daytime activity in DN1a-silenced flies (Figure 9C).
Kir2.1eGFP expression in DN1a cells decreases sleep duration

The increased daytime activity produced by Kir2.1eGFP expression in DN1a cells was associated with a cor-

responding decrease in daytime sleep, especially toward the end of the light period (Figures 10A and 10B).

We also observed a reduction in sleep toward the end of the night, although this reduction narrowly failed

to reach statistical significance when sleep was quantified across the entire dark period (Figures 10A and

10C). Under DD conditions, the effect of DN1a silencing was also to reduce sleep, although here the reduc-

tion was quite small and limited to the subjective night (Figures S5A–S5D). We note that these effects on
8 iScience 24, 103001, September 24, 2021



A

D

G

E F

B C

Figure 4. Neuronal silencing of DN1p cells suppresses the prominent evening activity peak

(A–F) Mean DAM bream breaks/min, averaged into 30 min bins over 6 DD d (G95% confidence interval), are shown for the

indicated genotypes.

(G) Peak to trough rhythm amplitude is shown for the indicated genotypes. Lines are means G95% confidence intervals.

Dots represent individual flies. *p < 0.05 compared with all 3 control lines; Tukey’s multiple comparisons test following

one-way ANOVA. Peak to trough amplitude was not determined for DN1p Flip-Out and >Kir2.1eGFP-stop>mCherry no

FLP flies because the overwhelming majority of these flies exhibited arrhythmic behavior.
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sleep are opposite those we observed with DN1p manipulations, suggesting that these two clock cell

groups provide counteracting influences on sleep behavior.
DISCUSSION

The central circadian clock is comprised a network of interconnected populations of clock cells that can be

distinguished based on molecular and anatomical properties. Although each clock cell contains a semi-

autonomous molecular clock, the generation of coherent circadian outputs is an emergent property of

the clock network that depends critically on intercellular communication (Dubowy and Sehgal, 2017; Hast-

ings et al., 2019; Hermann-Luibl and Helfrich-Förster, 2015). A current focus of circadian research is

therefore to delineate the circuit-level interactions through which circadian information is consolidated

across clock cells and to define the pathways through which cells of the clock network access downstream

brain regions to modulate behavioral processes.

In flies, this effort has been facilitated by the use of binary expression systems (such as GAL4-UAS) that

enable the selective manipulation of molecularly defined neuronal populations. Because of this, progress

in our understanding of the role of the different clock cells has often followed the development of drivers
iScience 24, 103001, September 24, 2021 9
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Figure 5. Kir2.1eGFP expression in DN1p cells does not affect anticipatory locomotor activity in light-entrained

conditions

(A–F) LD eduction plots are displayed for the indicated genotypes. Data show mean normalized DAM beam breaks/min

(G95% confidence interval) in 30 min bins throughout the 24-hr day (see STAR Methods for explanation of normalization

and averaging procedure). White and black bars represent activity during the light and dark periods, respectively. See

also Figure S2 for non-normalized activity plots over the 5 d LD monitoring period.

(G) Box and whisker plots of mean DAM beam breaks/min over the 12-hr light period (open boxes) and 12-hr dark period

(filled boxes) are shown for the indicated genotypes. Box extends from 25th to 75th percentiles; whiskers extend to 5th and

95th percentiles. **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001,****p < 0.0001, within genotype comparison between light and dark period

activity; ^^^^p < 0.0001 compared to light period activity of all 3 control lines; ###p < 0.001 compared with dark period

activity of all three control lines; Tukey’s multiple comparisons test following two-way ANOVA.

(H and I) Morning and evening anticipation indices are plotted for the indicated genotypes. Lines are means G95%

confidence intervals. Dots represent individual flies. Different letters indicate significant difference (p < 0.05), one-way

ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparisons test. The same letter indicates no significant different (p > 0.05).
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that label specific clock cell groups. For example, the discovery that the LNvs uniquely express the

pigment-dispersing factor (Pdf) neuropeptide led not only to the identification of the central function of

Pdf in clock network synchronization but also to the generation of highly selective Pdf-GAL4 lines that could

be used for cell-specific LNv manipulations (Helfrich-Förster, 1995; Renn et al., 1999). These lines have

proven instrumental in defining the essential pacemaker function of the LNvs within the clock network.

More recently, identification of DN1-selective drivers has led to an investigation into their contribution to

circadian behavior. These studies have offered conflicting conclusions regarding the exact role of DN1

clock cells. For example, while molecular clock cycling in the Clk4.1-GAL4-expressing DN1p cells is neither

necessary nor sufficient for free-running rhythms in DD conditions (Bulthuis et al., 2019; Schlichting et al.,

2019; Zhang et al., 2010b), manipulations of these same cells that alter expression or function of Pdf recep-

tor or the narrow abdomen ion channel can decrease DD rhythm strength (Flourakis et al., 2015; Seluzicki

et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2010a). Furthermore, some experiments in which the molecular clock in DN1p cells

has been made to cycle at a different pace than other clock cells have implicated the DN1s in the

determination of ensemble circadian period (Yao et al., 2016), while others have emphasized an output

role important for setting circadian phase but not for determining period or overall rhythmicity (Chatterjee

et al., 2018).

One complication in interpreting the results of these studies is the fact that the Clk4.1-GAL4 line labels only

a subset of DN1p cells. This lack of comprehensiveness, which is also characteristic of other commonly used

DN1p GAL4 lines, precludes an unequivocal determination of the role of DN1p cells due to the possibility

that redundant contributions from the remaining, unaffected cells could provide sufficient function, as is

known to occur for both the sLNv and LNd clock cells (Bulthuis et al., 2019; Helfrich-Förster, 1998). In addi-

tion to a lack of comprehensiveness, common DN1p-targeting GAL4 lines also exhibit expression outside

of DN1p cells, which could result in non-specific effects of manipulations using these lines. These differ-

ences in expression could account for the variable behavioral phenotypes we and others have observed

using different DN1p drivers. It could also underlie the substantial lethality we found with manipulations

of Clk4.1-GAL4- or R18H11-GAL4-expressing cells, which may derive from non-DN1p expression that

must be taken into account when assessing the effects of manipulations using these drivers.

To circumvent these issues, we devised an intersectional genetic strategy that labeled the DN1p cells

completely and with negligible non-DN1 expression, and paired this with a relatively straightforward ge-

netic manipulation, of neuronal silencing through expression of the Kir2.1 potassium channel. This

approach, which minimized the potential for redundant or non-specific effects, provided evidence arguing

against a necessary contribution of DN1p clock cells to either free-running or light-entrained rest:activity

rhythms. We note that such a conclusion, based on negative results, would not have been possible with

existing DN1p GAL4 lines. Recent studies have demonstrated that DN1p neurons are a heterogeneous

group that can be further divided into multiple subpopulations that likely make distinct contributions to

behavior (Chatterjee et al., 2018; Guo et al., 2018; Lamaze et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2021). These findings

indicate that a thorough understanding of the role of DN1p neurons in circadian control will require a

fine-grained analysis of different DN1p subpopulations. However, although it is undoubtedly of interest

to define the smallest functional units of behavioral control, our experiments emphasize the utility of

also taking a comprehensive approach, in particular for loss-of-function manipulations that test for cellular

necessity.
iScience 24, 103001, September 24, 2021 11
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Figure 6. Kir2.1eGFP expression in DN1p cells increases sleep duration

(A) Mean sleep/30 min (G95% confidence interval) over the course of a 24-hr day is plotted for DN1p Flip-In flies (red),

DN1p Flip-Out flies (blue), flies in which all Clk856-GAL4+ clock cells are silenced (pink), and control flies (black). Control

plot consists of data from a combination of 3 control lines lacking Kir2.1eGFP expression (see STAR Methods). Data are

averaged over 5 days in LD conditions. White and black bars indicate the light and dark periods, respectively.
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Figure 6. Continued

(B–D) Total daytime, nighttime, or 24-hr sleep is plotted for the indicated genotypes. Lines are means G95% confidence

intervals. Dots represent individual flies. Different letters indicate significant difference (p < 0.05); Tukey’s multiple

comparisons test following one-way ANOVA. The same letter indicates no significant different (p > 0.05). See also

Figure S3 for effects of DN1p silencing on sleep in DD conditions.
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Our results have important implications for our understanding of the organizational logic of the clock cell

network. First, as the DN1ps in our DN1p Flip-In flies ostensibly lack communication with target cells, the

persistence of behavioral rhythms argues against a necessary function of DN1ps in transmitting circadian

information to downstream components of the circadian output circuits, as least with regard to control of

locomotor activity rhythms. In other words, the clock network must be able to access output circuitry

through alternate or parallel pathways that do not involve the DN1ps. In addition, our results suggest

that feedback from DN1p cells to other clock neuron populations (Collins et al, 2012, 2014; Dı́az et al.,

2019; Fernandez et al., 2020; Guo et al., 2016) is unnecessary for those other cells to maintain rhythmicity.

These conclusions are consistent with the recent proposal that lateral clock neurons access motor control

centers in the ellipsoid body through intervening dopaminergic neurons and also potentially through a

direct action of Pdf on ellipsoid body cells (Liang et al., 2019; Pı́rez et al., 2013). They are further supported

by studies of glass mutant flies, which lack DN1p cells in addition to eye photoreceptors but have essen-

tially normal rest:activity rhythms under DD conditions (Helfrich-Förster et al., 2001; Klarsfeld et al., 2004).

In previous work, we identified specific populations of cells in the pars intercerebralis (PI) region of the brain

that serve as critical components of the circadian output circuitry regulating rest activity rhythms, and

furthermore suggested that clock inputs to these PI cells could be provided by DN1p neurons (Cavanaugh

et al., 2014). In support of this model, we also demonstrated that DN1p axons make close anatomical con-

tact with PI output cells. Recently, this connectivity has been functionally confirmed through calcium imag-

ing of PI cells during genetic activation of DN1p neurons (Barber et al., 2021; Jin et al., 2021). However,

given our current results that indicate that rest:activity rhythms persist in the face of Kir2.1eGFP-mediated

silencing of DN1p cells, it is clear that this DN1p to PI connection is not strictly necessary for circadian regu-

lation of behavior. This could be either because other groups of clock neurons, including LNd cells, directly

regulate PI output cells (Barber et al., 2016), thus allowing for circadian control of PI cells even in the

absence of DN1p activity, or because circuits accessing non-PI output centers that do not require DN1p

inputs are sufficient to drive behavioral rhythmicity.

Although DN1p Flip-In flies retained robust circadian rhythms, we did observe changes in the overall dis-

tribution and amount of daily activity and sleep. In both LD and DD, we found that silencing DN1p cells

decreased locomotor activity and concomitantly increased sleep duration. The most prominent effect of

DN1p silencing under LD conditions occurred in the early morning, following the lights-on transition.

Thus, DN1p Flip-In flies exhibited an extended daytime siesta that began hours earlier than in control flies.

Conversely, DN1p Flip-Out flies, in which all clock cells except DN1ps were made to express Kir2.1eGFP,

displayed an extended period of activity following lights-on. Together, these results highlight an important

role for the DN1ps in driving early morning activity. As neuronal activity of DN1ps is high at this time (Flour-

akis et al., 2015), we suggest that they provide important excitatory drive onto downstream activity-pro-

moting cells. Importantly, the impact of DN1p silencing on sleep and activity that we observed indicates

that the DN1ps do regulate locomotor and sleep outputs under the conditions in which we conducted

our behavioral monitoring, despite the fact that circadian oscillations in these behavioral outputs persist

in DN1p Flip-In flies.

To determine whether any behavioral effects of manipulations using these flies could result from expres-

sion of effector genes in non-central nervous system tissues, we also conducted a gross assessment of

GAL4 activity outside the brain (data not shown). Though both Clk856-GAL4 and InSITE911-GAL4 individ-

ually exhibited minimal activity outside the brain (Clk856 in processes as well as a few intrinsic cells of the

ventral nerve cord; InSITE911 in cells of the ejaculatory duct of the reproductive tract), these were in non-

overlapping regions such that use of our intersectional approach produced no observable expression

outside the brain. Thus, it is unlikely that the behavioral effects we observed in our DN1p Flip-In flies occur

due to off-target impacts of Kir2.1eGFP expression in non-DN1p cells.

In contrast to the DN1ps, comparatively few studies have assessed the function of DN1a clock cells in adult

flies. Like DN1ps, DN1a cells show circadian oscillations of neuronal activity (Alpert et al., 2020), and
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Figure 7. Minor effects of DN1a silencing on free-running rest:activity rhythms

(A and B) Representative maximum projection confocal images of brains from flies in which spl-DN1a-GAL4 was used to

drive UAS>Kir2.1eGFP-stop>mCherry (A) or UAS>mCherry-stop>Kir2.1eGFP (B). Brains were co-stained for Kir2.1eGFP

(green) andmCherry (red) immunofluorescence. Arrowheads indicate DN1a cells. Note that expression was restricted to 2

DN1a cells per hemisphere with this split GAL4 line.

(C) Representative single-fly activity records are shown for the genotypes listed. Activity in infrared beam breaks/min is

plotted for each minute over 6 d in DD conditions.

(D) Mean number of DAM beam breaks/min (G95% confidence interval) is plotted over 6 days in DD conditions for flies

with spl-DN1-GAL4-driven Kir2.1eGFP (green) and control flies with spl-DN1a-GAL4-driven mCherry (black). Gray and

black bars indicate subjective day and night, respectively.

(E) Box and whisker plots of mean DAM beam breaks/min over the 12-hr subjective day (open boxes) and 12-hr subjective

night (filled boxes) are shown for the indicated genotypes. Box extends from 25th to 75th percentiles; whiskers extend to

5th and 95th percentiles. ****p < 0.0001, within genotype comparison between subjective day and night activity; #p < 0.05

compared with subjective night activity of control flies; Tukey’s multiple comparisons test following two-way ANOVA.

(F) Rest:activity rhythm power over 6 days in DD is plotted for the indicated genotypes. Lines are meansG95% confidence

intervals. Dots represent individual flies. **p < 0.01, t test.
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furthermore are thought to form reciprocal connections with lateral clock neurons (Fujiwara et al., 2018). In

line with our findings of only minor effects of DN1a silencing on circadian modulation of activity and sleep,

manipulations of CCHamide, which, among clock neurons, is selectively expressed by the DN1as, subtly

alter morning activity and siesta length under LD conditions, with little impact on DD rhythmicity (Fujiwara

et al., 2018). DN1a cells were also recently implicated inmediating the effects of cold temperature on sleep.

In particular, suppression of neurotransmitter release in DN1a cells via expression of tetanus toxin was

found to increase morning sleep, partially occluding the normal effect of cold temperature to suppress

early morning activity (Alpert et al., 2020). In contrast, we found that Kir2.1eGFP-induced silencing of

DN1a cells increased sleep, especially in the late evening. It is difficult to account for the differential effects

produced by electrical silencing in our study compared with those observed by Alpert et al. using tetanus

toxin expression; however, they could be due to the use of different split GAL4 and effector lines to target

and manipulate the DN1a cells. Importantly, we tested for activity of our spl-DN1a-GAL4 line outside the

brain and found no additional staining apart from very minimal expression in processes of the ventral nerve

cord, indicating that the phenotypes we observed were likely due to manipulation of DN1a cells.

DN1 cells exhibit properties consistent with a role in circadian control of behavior, including circadian os-

cillations of neuronal activity (Alpert et al., 2020; Flourakis et al., 2015) and functional connections with both

output cells (Barber et al., 2016; Cavanaugh et al., 2014; Jin et al., 2021; Tabuchi et al., 2018; Zhang et al.,

2021b) and clock cells (Collins et al, 2012, 2014; Dı́az et al., 2019; Fernandez et al., 2020; Guo et al., 2016).

Nevertheless, our findings indicate a lack of necessity of DN1 cell activity in the generation of circadian re-

st:activity rhythms, raising the question of what role, if any, the DN1s play in circadian regulation. We sug-

gest several possibilities. First, they could provide for parallel (but redundant) control of output circuits

regulating rest:activity rhythms. If this were the case, then rest:activity rhythms would be expected to

persist following DN1 silencing, due to the presence of alternate output circuitry. Second, they might be

important only under certain environmental conditions, perhaps serving to integrate environmental stimuli

such as light and temperature to regulate core clock pacemaking activity. Consistent with this possibility,

both DN1a and DN1p cells have been found to be sensitive to acute temperature changes (Alpert et al.,

2020; Yadlapalli et al., 2018), and temperature cycles act as potent zeitgebers for entraining DN1molecular

clocks (Yoshii et al., 2010). Finally, it is possible that DN1s are coupled to behavioral outputs other than rest

and activity. In this regard, it is of interest that DN1 cells have previously been implicated in regulating

various clock-controlled outputs, including temperature preference, male sex drive, courtship, oogenesis,

and memory (Chen et al., 2017; Fujii and Amrein, 2010; Head et al., 2015; Yoshii et al., 2010; Zhang et al.,

2021a, 2021b). Future studies aimed at testing the consequences of DN1 silencing using our comprehen-

sive intersectional driver under more natural environmental conditions (for example, in the presence of

ramping temperature cycles), or using different behavioral end points, should help to differentiate among

these various possibilities.
Limitations of the study

A limitation of this study is our use of constitutive genetic manipulations. Because neuronal silencing was

present throughout development, we cannot rule out the possibility of compensatory adaptations
iScience 24, 103001, September 24, 2021 15



Table 2. Effect of DN1a manipulations on free-running circadian rhythms

Group n % Rhythmic Period Power Amplitude

spDN1a-GAL4 x >Kir2.1eGFP>mCherry 93 96.77 23.73 G 0.04 634.0 G 29.3** 1.94 G 0.06

spDN1a-GAL4 x >mCherry>Kir2.1eGFP 93 100 23.68 G 0.03 791.9 G 38.7 2.01 G 0.06

Numbers given for period, power and amplitude are means G SEM.

**p < 0.01, t test.
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obscuring a more prominent role of DN1 cells in circadian regulation. This issue could be circumvented

with adult-specific manipulations, for example using the TARGET system to restrict GAL4 activity to within

a desired temporal window (McGuire et al., 2004), although this would be difficult given the already com-

plex genetic makeup of our flies inherent in our intersectional approach. A related issue is that we did not

assess developmental expression of our transgenes. Given that adult expression patterns often differ sub-

stantially from those observed developmentally, it is possible that Kir2.1eGFP was expressed more broadly

during development compared with the highly selective adult pattern, thereby affecting a less specific

group of cells. This concern is at least partially mitigated by the relatively subtle phenotypes we observed

in adult flies, arguing against widespread developmental effects.

Furthermore, as we have not directly confirmed Kir2.1eGFP-induced silencing, it is possible that some cells

retain neuronal activity even though our genetic manipulations result in comprehensive labeling of

either the DN1p or DN1a population with Kir2.1eGFP. In addition, as it was recently demonstrated that

neuropeptide release can occur in Drosophila neurons in the absence of neuronal activity (Klose et al.,

2021), it is possible that DN1 signaling could persist even in the face of complete silencing. If either of these

possibilities were to hold true, the general lack of effect associated with Kir2.1eGFP expression in DN1 cell

could have resulted from incomplete prevention of DN1 signaling.

Finally, it is possible that DN1 cells do make a contribution to the generation or maintenance of locomotor

activity rhythms, but that the effects are not apparent until multiple cycles under free-running conditions,
A B

C

Figure 8. Kir2.1eGFP expression in DN1a cells does not affect the distribution of activity across the subjective day

(A and B) Mean DAM bream breaks/min, averaged into 30 min bins over 6 DD d (G95% confidence interval), are shown for

the indicated genotypes.

(C) Peak to trough rhythm amplitude is shown for the indicated genotypes. Lines are means G95% confidence intervals.

Dots represent individual flies. There was no effect of DN1a silencing on rhythm amplitude.
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Figure 9. Sustained anticipatory locomotor activity in light-entrained conditions following selective Kir2.1eGFP

expression in DN1a cells

(A and B) LD eduction plots are displayed for the indicated genotypes. Data show mean normalized DAM beam

breaks/min (G95% confidence interval) in 30 min bins throughout the 24-hr day (see STAR Methods for explanation of

normalization and averaging procedure). White and black bars represent activity during the light and dark periods,

respectively. See also Figure S4 for non-normalized activity plots over the 5 d LD monitoring period.

(C) Box and whisker plots of mean DAM beam breaks/min over the 12-hr light period (open boxes) and 12-hr dark period

(filled boxes) are shown for the indicated genotypes. Box extends from 25th to 75th percentiles; whiskers extend to 5th and

95th percentiles. ****p < 0.0001, within genotype difference between light and dark period activity; ^p < 0.05 compared

with light period activity of control flies, Tukey’s multiple comparisons test following two-way ANOVA.

(D and E) Morning and evening anticipation indices are graphed for the indicated genotypes. Lines are means G95%

confidence intervals. Dots represent individual flies. ****p < 0.0001, t test. Morning and evening anticipation remain intact

in the face of DN1a silencing, although morning anticipation is slightly enhanced and evening anticipation slightly

dampened compared with controls. For (C–E), experimental flies with spl-DN1a-GAL4-driven expression of Kir2.1eGFP are

shown in green and control files with spl-DN1a-GAL4-driven expression of mCherry are shown in black/gray.
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for example, as has been observed for some parameters of rhythmicity following manipulations of

Pdf-expressing sLNv clock cells (Renn et al., 1999). As our behavioral observations were limited to

�1 week in DD, our experiments could have missed slower acting effects.
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A

B

C

D

Figure 10. Kir2.1eGFP expression in DN1a cells decreases sleep duration

(A) Mean sleep/30 min (G95% confidence interval) over the course of a 24-hr day is plotted for flies with spl-DN1a-GAL4-

driven expression of Kir2.1eGFP (green) and control flies with spl-DN1a-GAL4 driven mCherry (black). Data are averaged

over 5 days in LD conditions. White and black bars indicate the light and dark periods, respectively.

(B–D) Total daytime, nighttime, or 24-hr sleep is plotted for the indicated genotypes. Lines are means G95% confidence

intervals. Dots represent individual flies. ****p < 0.0001, t test. See also Figure S5 for effects of DN1a silencing on sleep in

DD conditions.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Rabbit anti-GFP Invitrogen Cat# A-11122; RRID:AB_221569

Guinea Pig anti-PER UP1140 Gift of Amita Sehgal N/A

Chicken anti-GFP Invitrogen Cat# A10262; RRID:AB_2534023

Rabbit anti-dsRed TaKaRa Cat# 632496; RRID:AB_10013483

FITC donkey anti-rabbit Jackson Cat# 711-095-152; RRID:AB_2315776

Cy5 donkey anti-guinea pig Jackson Cat# 706-175-148; RRID:AB_2340462

Cy3 donkey anti-rabbit Jackson Cat# 711-165-152; RRID:AB_2307443

AlexaFluor 488 donkey anti-chicken Jackson Cat# 703-545-155; RRID:AB_2340375

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

D. melanogaster: R18H11-GAL4 Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center RRID:BDSC_48832

D. melanogaster: InSITE911-GAL4 Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center RRID:BDSC_63890

D. melanogaster: QUAS-FLP Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center RRID:BDSC_30127

D. melanogaster: UAS-GFP.nls Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center RRID:BDSC_4775

D. melanogaster: tub>GAL80> Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center RRID:BDSC_38881

D. melanogaster: 10XUAS-IVS-myr::tdTomato Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center RRID:BDSC_32221

D. melanogaster: Clk4.1-GAL4 Gift of Paul Hardin RRID:BDSC_36316

D. melanogaster: spl-gDN1-GAL4 Gift of Gerry Rubin SS00781

D. melanogaster: InSITE911-QF Gift of Liqun Luo N/A

D. melanogaster: Clk856-GAL4 Gift of Orie Shafer FBtp0069616

D. melanogaster: UAS>Kir2.1eGFP-

stop>mCherry

Gift of David Anderson N/A

D. melanogaster: UAS>mCherry-

stop>Kir2.1eGFP

Gift of David Anderson N/A

D. melanogaster: R43D05-p65.AD Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center RRID:BDSC_69883

D. melanogaster: R93B11-DBD Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center RRID:BDSC_70370

Software and algorithms

GraphPad Prism 9 GraphPad RRID:SCR_002798

ClockLab Actimetrics RRID:SCR_014309

Sleep and Circadian Analysis MATLAB

Program (SCAMP) v2

Chris Vecsey N/A

Photoshop 2021 Adobe RRID:SCR_014199

R_003070
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources, reagents and raw datasets should be directed to andwill be

fulfilled by the lead contact, Daniel Cavanaugh (dcavanaugh1@luc.edu).

ImageJ https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/index.html RRID:SC
Materials availability

All fly stocks used in this study are available from the lead contact.
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Data and code availability

d All data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request.

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the

lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Fly lines

�7d-old male flies were used for all experiments. Flies were raised on cornmeal-molasses medium and

were entrained to a 12:12 LD cycle at 25�C for R 5 d prior to behavioral or immunohistochemical experi-

ments. The following fly stocks were used: R18H11-GAL4 (RRID:BDSC_48832), InSITE911-GAL4

(RRID:BDSC_63890) (Gohl et al., 2011), QUAS-FLP (RRID:BDSC_30127), UAS-GFP.nls (RRID:BDSC_4775),

tub>GAL80> (RRID:BDSC_38881), and 10XUAS-IVS-myr::tdTomato (RRID:BDSC_32221) were ordered

from the Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center. Clk4.1-GAL4 (RRID:BDSC_36316) (Zhang et al., 2010a,

2010b) was a gift from Paul Hardin. spl-gDN1-GAL4 (SS00781) (Guo et al., 2017) was a gift fromGerry Rubin.

InSITE911-QF flies weremade by swapping in aQF element to replace theGAL4 in the InSITE911-GAL4 line

(generated by Xiaojing Gao and Liqun Luo). Clk856-GAL4 (Gummadova et al., 2009) was a gift from Orie

Shafer. UAS>Kir2.1eGFP-stop>mCherry and UAS>mCherry-stop>Kir2.1eGFP (Watanabe et al., 2017) were

gifts from David Anderson. The spl-DN1a-GAL4 line was made from a combination of R43D05-p65.AD

(RRID:BDSC_69883) and R93B11-DBD (RRID:BDSC_70370) (Sekiguchi et al., 2020).
METHOD DETAILS

Free-running rest:activity rhythm analysis

Following entrainment, individual �7 d old male flies were loaded into glass tubes containing 5% sucrose

and 2% agar for locomotor activity analysis with the Drosophila Activity Monitoring (DAM) System

(Trikinetics, Waltham MA). Monitoring with DAM2 monitors was conducted at 25�C in DD conditions

and data were acquired every minute. For each individual fly, rest:activity rhythm period and strength

(power) were determined for 1 min bins over days 2-7 of DD with ClockLab software (Actimetrics, Wilmette

IL) using chi-square periodogram analysis. Rhythm power was calculated as the amplitude of the periodo-

gram line at the dominant period minus the chi-square significance line (at a significance of p < 0.01). Flies

that died during the course of behavioral monitoring were identified via visual inspection of activity records

and removed from analysis. All flies that survived through the end of the one-week monitoring period were

included in mean rest:activity power determination. Because rhythm strength cannot be negative, flies with

a calculated power < 0 were assigned a power of 0 for subsequent analysis. Presence or absence of

behavioral rhythmicity was determined with ClockLab software based on two criteria (Ewer et al., 1992; Sha-

fer and Taghert, 2009): 1) rhythm power (calculated with 30 min bins over d 2-7 of DD) had to beR 10, and 2)

the width of the major periodogram peak had to be R 1.5 hrs. Only rhythmic flies were included in

assessment of free-running period.

To determine peak to trough rhythm amplitude, we first averaged single fly activity data into 30 min bins

and then averaged these across days 2-7 of DD. Peak to trough amplitude was determined for each fly

as the absolute difference in activity level between the bins with highest and lowest activity.
Morning and evening anticipation analysis

Flies were entrained and loaded for DAMS monitoring as described above. DAMS monitoring was con-

ducted at 25�C in 12:12 LD conditions, at a light intensity of�700 lux. Flies were transferred into behavioral

monitoring incubators at the day-night transition (ZT12) and analysis was performed on 5 consecutive days

of recording, beginning with the lights-on transition (ZT0) on d 2. This eliminated the first�12 hours of data,

which allowed for acclimation to the monitoring conditions. Activity counts were acquired in 1 min bins.

These data were subsequently averaged into 30 min bins and normalized on a fly-by-fly basis by dividing

each data point by the average amount of activity per min for that fly over the 5 d of analysis. These

normalized data were used to create LD eduction plots and to calculate morning and evening anticipation

indices. Eduction plots (Figures 5A–5F, 9A and 9B) combine the 5 d of data into a single average day.

Morning and evening anticipation indices were quantified for each individual fly and consisted of the slope
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of the least-squares linear regression line fitted to the 12 data points (representing 6 hr of data) preceding

the lights-on (morning anticipation) or lights-off (evening anticipation) transition (Fernandez et al., 2020).

Sleep analysis

The same locomotor activity data collected for DD and LD circadian analyses were used to assess mean

daily sleep and activity. Sleep and activity levels were calculated with version 2 of the Sleep and Circadian

Analysis MATLAB Program (SCAMP) (Donelson et al., 2012). The stdur (Total Sleep Duration) and atcounts

(Total Activity Counts) functions were used to determine average total sleep and activity, and the s30 func-

tion (Minutes of Sleep/30 Mins) was used to plot average sleep duration across the 24-hr day in 30 min bins

(Figures 6A, 10A, S3A, and S5A). For these analyses, data from individual flies were first averaged across 6 d

(for DD experiments) or 5d (for LD experiments), beginning at the start of d 2, before being combined to

calculate genotype averages. Sleep was defined as R 5 consecutive min of inactivity, as determined by a

lack of DAM beam breaks (Hendricks et al., 2000).

Immunohistochemistry

Adult (�7d old) male fly brains were dissected in phosphate-buffered saline with 0.1% Triton-X (PBST) and

fixed in 4% formaldehyde for 20-35 min. Brains were rinsed 3 X 15 min with PBST, blocked for 60 min in 5%

normal donkey serum in PBST (NDST), and incubated for 24 hrs at RT in primary antibodies diluted in NDST.

Brains were then rinsed 3 X 15 min in PBST, incubated for 24 hrs in secondary antibodies diluted in NDST,

rinsed 3 X 15 min in PBST, cleared for 5 min in 50% glycerol in PBST, and mounted in Vectashield. To label

GFP.nls (Figures 1A–1D), the primary antibody was rabbit anti-GFP 1:1000 (Invitrogen A-11122) and the

secondary antibody was FITC donkey anti-rabbit 1:1000 (Jackson 711-095-152). For simultaneous labeling

of Kir2.1eGFP, mCherry and PER (Figures 2A–2D, 7A, 7B, and S1), the primary antibodies were chicken anti-

GFP 1:1000 (Invitrogen A10262), rabbit anti-dsRed 1:1000 (Takara 632496) and guinea pig anti-PER

(UP1140) 1:1000, and the secondary antibodies were Alexa Fluor488 donkey anti-chicken 1:1000 (Jackson

703-545-155), Cy3 donkey anti-rabbit 1:1000 (Jackson 711-165-152) and Cy5 donkey anti-guinea pig

1:1000 (Jackson 706-175-148). Immunolabeled brains were visualized with a Fluoview 1000 (Olympus) or

LSM880 (Zeiss) confocal microscope. Images from different channels were combined in Adobe Photoshop.

ImageJ was used to count the number of mCherry+ and PER+ DN1p cells and determine the extent of

overlap between these twomarkers in DN1p Flip-Out fly brains. In addition to DN1ps, PER was also present

in nearby DN1a and DN2 clock cells, as well as glial cells. It was occasionally difficult to differentiate PER

staining in DN1p cells from that of nearby glia; however, glial PER label tended to be restricted to a smaller

area and to have an absence of staining at the cell center. Nevertheless, it is possible that in some cases, we

misclassified a glial cell as a DN1 neuron.

Gross assessment of non-neuronal GAL4 expression

We imaged endogenous fluorescence of a myr-tdTomato reporter in acutely dissected, unfixed tissue from

male flies. We dissected out all part of the fly, including the brain, ventral nerve cord, digestive tract,

reproductive tract, thorax, abdomen, legs, wings, eyes and proboscis, mounted them in Vectashield and

immediately visualized with a Fluoview 1000 (Olympus) confocal microscope. We acquired images in

both the red channel (to determine specific signal) and green channel (to account for non-specific auto-

fluorescence). For Clk856-GAL4, InSITE911-GAL4, spl-DN1a-GAL4 lines, we directly drove expression of

10XUAS-IVS-myr::tdTomato. For our DN1p intersectional approach, we monitored for tdTomato

expression in flies of the genotype Clk856-GAL4/10XUAS-IVS-myr::tdTomato; InSITE911-QF,QUAS-FLP/

tub>GAL80>, in which tdTomato is limited to cells expressing both Clk856-GAL4 and InSITE911-QF. We

also imaged control flies containing 10XUAS-IVS-myr::tdTomato alone to account for leaky tdTomato

expression. We only considered a tissue to be positive for GAL4 activity if we observed specific signal

that was absent in control flies and could be differentiated from autofluorescence. In some tissues, such

as the rectal ampulla, autofluorescence was extremely high, precluding unequivocal determination of

specific signal.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

To ensure reproducibility, we conducted 2-4 independent experimental replicates for each behavioral

analysis, and data from all flies of a given genotype that survived the duration of the experiment were

pooled. For experiments depicted in Figures 1, 7, 8, 9, and 10, experimental flies consisted of different
24 iScience 24, 103001, September 24, 2021
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GAL4 lines crossed to a UAS>Kir2.1eGFP-stop>mCherry effector line. In the absence of FLP, these flies

express Kir2.1eGFP in all GAL4-expressing cells. Controls for these experiments consisted of the same

GAL4 lines driving expression of UAS>mCherry-stop>Kir2.1eGFP, which in the absence of FLP will express

mCherry in GAL4-expressing cells. For the experiments depicted in Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, we compared

several genotypes that expressed Kir2.1eGFP in different subsets of cells. Controls for these experiments

lacked Kir2.1eGFP expression, either because of a lack of a GAL4 to drive expression, or a lack of FLP in flies

expressing UAS>mCherry-stop>Kir2.1eGFP. Statistical analyses were performed with GraphPad Prism 9.0.0

software (La Jolla, CA). Circadian rhythm period, power, amplitude, morning and evening anticipation,

sleep and activity amounts were analyzed using a t-test (for experiments with only 2 groups run

simultaneously) or a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey’s multiple comparisons

test (for experiments with 3 or more groups). Total morning and evening activity were analyzed using a

two-way ANOVA (with genotype and time of day as factors) followed by Tukey’s multiple comparisons

test. For all statistical tests, p < 0.05 was considered significant. For experiments with multiple control

groups, effects were only deemed significant if experimental lines were significantly different from all

control lines.
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